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Summary

During embryogenesis, the thymus and inferior parathyroid glands develop from the third pharyngeal pouch and migrate 

to their definite position. During this process, several anatomic variations may arise, with the thyroid being one of the 

most common sites of ectopic implantation for both organs. Here, we report the case of a young female patient, who 

underwent total thyroidectomy for papillary carcinoma of the thyroid. The patient’s history was remarkable for disorders 

of the genitourinary system. Histologic examination revealed the presence of well-differentiated intrathyroidal thymic 

tissue, containing an inferior parathyroid gland. While each individual entity has been well documented, this is one 

of the few reports in which concurrent presentation is reported. Given the fact that both the thymus and the inferior 

parathyroid are derivatives of the same embryonic structure (i.e. the third pharyngeal pouch), it is speculated that the 

present condition resulted from a failure in separation and migration during organogenesis.

Background

The first two months of gestation are considered to be 
critical for the normal development of the embryo. It 
is the period in which the four pharyngeal pouches are 
formed (week 4) and give rise to their derivatives (by 
the middle of the 8th week). Among the notable organs 
that arise from these structures of endodermal origin are 
the thymus and the inferior parathyroid glands, both 
of which develop from the third pharyngeal pouch and 
migrate to their definite position. In contrast, the superior 
parathyroid glands develop from the fourth pharyngeal 
pouch. On the other hand, the thyroid gland develops 
around the 24th day of gestation from the primitive 
pharynx and the neural crest (1).

Several anatomic variations may arise because of 
discrepancies from normal migration. Hence, it is possible 
that remnants of the thymus are trapped in the neck 
during its descend to the superior mediastinum, forming 
an ectopic focus. Most commonly, ectopic thymus is 
located at the level of the thyroid gland (2). Intrathyroidal 
thymus is considered to be a rare entity; however in the 
work by Fukushima et al. (3), prevalence was found to be 
about 1% in Japanese children.

Similarly, the incidence of an ectopic parathyroid  
gland in a series of 231 patients operated for 
hyperthyroidism, was as high as 16% (4), with the 
inferior parathyroids being more commonly in ectopic 
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Learning points:

•	 Intrathyroidal thymus and parathyroid are commonly found individually, but rarely concurrently.

•	 It is a benign and asymptomatic condition.

•	 Differential diagnosis during routine workup with imaging modalities can be challenging.
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positions than the superior. The most common location 
of implantation was the thymus (30%), followed by the 
thyroid in 22% of these cases. Yet, these numbers vary 
greatly between studies (5).

While both of the aforementioned entities have 
been studied extensively, there are very few reports of 
combined malposition of these glands. Hence, in the 
present paper we report the case of a young female patient 
with concurrent intrathyroidal thymic tissue, parathyroid 
gland and papillary adenoma of the thyroid.

Case presentation

A 26-year-old female patient was admitted to our 
clinic for an elective thyroidectomy. She had been 
taking levothyroxine 75 μg once daily, and at the time 
of admission, she was essentially euthyroid. Previous 
ultrasonography had demonstrated a thyroid gland within 
normal limits and the presence of an inhomogeneous, 
1.15 cm nodule with micro-calcifications in the right lobe 
(Fig.  1A), which fine needle aspiration biopsy cytology 
suggested to be malignant. She subsequently underwent 
a TC-99M (pertechnetate) thyroid scan with homogenous 
uptake of the radiopharmaceutical throughout the gland 
without the presence of any image suggestive of nodule 
(Fig. 1B). No enlarged lymph nodes or pathology from the 
surrounding tissues were identified through the computed 
tomography scan.

Her past history was remarkable for congenital aplasia 
of the right kidney, polycystic ovarian syndrome and a 
bicornuate uterus, for which she had had an operation, 
along with an appendectomy. Upon admission she 
underwent a thorough laboratory evaluation, with blood 
tests, electrocardiogram and chest X ray, which were 
unremarkable.

Treatment

The patient underwent total thyroidectomy with no 
notable incidences during the operation. The post-
operative biochemical analysis revealed that Ca and P 
levels were within normal limits.

Outcome and follow-up

Upon dissection of the specimen, a white focus in the right 
lobe with a maximum diameter of 0.8 cm was identified. 
The histological examination revealed the presence of 
carcinoma of the thyroid with a papillary pattern with 

crowding, overlapping, clearing and grooving nuclei 
(Fig. 2A) in this mentioned lesion of the right lobe and in 
multiple smaller sites in both thyroid lobes, compatible 
with multifocal PTC diagnosis. No infiltration of the 
capsule was identified. In addition, in the right lobe of 
the thyroid, an intrathyroidal parathyroid gland (Fig. 2B) 
was recognized along with a site of intrathyroidal thymic 
tissue (Fig.  2C and D). The recovery of the patient was 
uneventful with dismissal on the day following the 
operation. Two years after the operation the patient 
remains in good health.

Figure 1
Ultrasonography of the thyroid gland demonstrating an inhomogeneous, 
1.15 cm nodule with micro-calcifications in its right lobe (A) and TC-99M 
(pertechnetate) thyroid scan with homogenous uptake of the 
radiopharmaceutical throughout the gland without the presence of any 
image suggestive of nodule (B).

Figure 2
H&E stained sections from the histological examination of the excised 
thyroid. Carcinoma of the thyroid with papillary pattern (arrows) and 
characteristic enlargement, crowding, overlapping, clearing and grooving 
nuclei (arrowhead) was identified (Image A, mag. ×100). Moreover, a 
parathyroid gland (arrow) was found to be entirely within the thyroid 
(Image B, mag. ×40). Finally, intrathyroidal/subcapsular (curved arrow) 
ectopic thymic tissue (arrow) with areas of adipose evolution (arrowhead) 
(Image C, mag. ×100) and Hassall’s corpuscle (arrow) was found (Image D, 
mag. ×400).
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Discussion

In the present paper we report the case of a patient with 
papillary carcinoma of the thyroid with a coexistent 
intrathyroidal parathyroid gland and thymic tissue. All 
lesions were located in the right lobe of the thyroid, with 
imaging examinations not being able to differentiate 
between them, as findings consistent with either possible 
diagnosis were present (6). Eventually, diagnosis was 
established through histologic examination of the 
surgically excised tissue.

To the best of our knowledge, such a case with a 
combination of intrathyroidal parathyroid gland and 
thymic tissue with coexisting papillary carcinoma of the 
thyroid has been reported only once before by Kim et al. 
(7). In their work the authors report the case of a 29-year-
old female patient with a history of right lobectomy due 
to papillary carcinoma of the thyroid. Her follow-up 
ultrasonography revealed a hyperechoic nodule, which 
was later identified by microscopy as ectopic thymic tissue 
containing a parathyroid gland.

Wu  et  al. (8) report the microscopic findings from 
an asymptomatic 22-year-old female patient with a 
painless cervical mass. Apart from lymphocytic infiltrates, 
pathological examination revealed the presence of 
thymic tissue with well-differentiated cortex, medulla and 
Hassall’s corpuscles, inside an intrathyroidal parathyroid 
gland. Ectopic thymus in both lobes of the thyroid 
with one site containing a parathyroid gland has also 
been reported (9). Interestingly, the nodule presented 
isoechoic in the ultrasound. Finally, in a third patient, an 
inhomogeneous hypoechoic solitary nodule was found, 
which from histological examination was identified 
to be an ectopic focus of thymic tissue surrounding a 
parathyroid gland (10).

Given the fact that both the thymus and the inferior 
parathyroid are derivatives of the same embryonic 
structure (i.e. the third pharyngeal pouch), it is speculated 
that the present condition resulted from a failure in 
separation during organogenesis. The majority of 
information concerning organogenesis from the third 
pharyngeal pouch comes from experiments in mice. This 
is because the relevant processes have been shown to be 
conserved between mouse and human (11). In fact, in 
the beginning, in each side of the developing pharynx, 
thymus and inferior parathyroid gland exist as a single 
primordial structure, which under the effect of specific 
transcription factors differentiate into two separate organs 

 (12, 13). Then, the thymic component migrates toward 
the superior mediastinum, while it remains attached 
to the parathyroid through a cord-like structure. The 
two thymic primordia (each from either side) then 
fuse, following their separation from the ipsilateral 
 parathyroid (11).

In our case, since from the histologic examination 
the two structures were found to be well differentiated, 
we could speculate that the anomaly occurred during 
the migration rather than during differentiation of the 
organs, with part of the unilateral primordial structure 
being trapped inside the ipsilateral pole of the thyroid. 
In addition, while no definite genetic association has 
been established yet between the migration of the third 
pharyngeal pouch derivatives and the development of the 
genitourinary system, the possibility of the presence of a 
syndrome that unifies the aforementioned anomalies is a 
theory that cannot, yet, be ruled out. But one must have 
in mind that our patient was born in 1987, too close to 
Chernobyl nuclear blast on April 26, 1986 that generated 
a great amount of radioactive iodine 131 linked with 
thyroid papillary cancer (14). The radioactive exposure 
is known to produce minisatellite mutations linked with 
body malformations (15).

In conclusion, intrathyroidal thymic tissue and 
parathyroid gland are an extremely rare finding, with 
their recognition being challenging as they do not have 
consistent clinical presentation or imaging features. 
Hence, diagnosis can be verified only through histology.
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